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Dear Friends, Families, and Colleagues, 

Welcome to our ffth, biannual issue of COFAC Today. In the pages of this 
issue, you can read stories of our students and of signifcant events in 
COFAC since spring 2014. 

We are thrilled to highlight the unique opportunities our students have had to 
showcase their talents in the Baltimore community.  This summer, students from the 
Department of Dance had the incredible opportunity to make a life-changing impact on 
50 underserved middle school students from the greater Baltimore area at the pilot of 
AileyCamp Baltimore at Towson University. In addition, Towson Theatre Infusion (TTI), 
now in its seventh year, works to actively engage Baltimore high school students in the 
arts.  This year students attended a matinee performance of "The Importance of Being 
Earnest" followed by an interactive class and discussion led by TTI’s undergraduate 
teaching artists at the high schools. 

As the College has been supporting and encouraging more students to gain real world 
experience, students have been busy learning how to put their art into action with 
COFAC’s EMF course, Corporate and Community Video. Students work directly with 
community-based clients, such as Baltimore Clayworks, House of Ruth, and Young 
Audiences of Maryland, to create of a professional, portfolio-quality promotional video. 

In addition to our current student highlights, our alumni have made noteworthy impact. 

After being inspired by a publishing class during her semester abroad in England, 
Shelby Newsome ’13 created Tote, a magazine geared toward college women.  Pick 
up a Sports Illustrated, Newsweek, ESPN or The New York Times and chances are 
you’ll spot images taken by photojournalist Patrick Smith ’09.  Ian Belknap ’06 takes 
classical theater to stages across America as The Acting Company’s artistic director. 

This semester we are fortunate to have dance alum and performer at the prestigious 
Joffrey Ballet School, Maggie Kudirka, on campus sharing her story as the “Bald 
Ballerina” as she continues to fght stage 4 breast cancer.  

To read more about our students and the wonderful projects and events happening 
in our college, please visit the COFAC website (www.towson.edu/cofac). You’ll 
also fnd listings for countless dance, music, and theater performances, art 
exhibitions, flm screenings, and community programs in the Arts & Culture Calendar 
(see www.towson.edu/main/artsculture/). 

Susan E. Picinich, Dean 
College of Fine Arts and Communication 
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Katharine Ariyan, senior 
acting BFA, as Gwendolyn 
Fairfax in “The Importance 
of Being Earnest.”  

Photo by Kanji Takeno  

The 
Importance
of Being
Earnest 
Teaching Artistry -
Exciting and Engaging 
Students 
By Miri Rotkovitz 

Sadie Lockhart, senior acting BFA, as Cecily Cardew, Zach Bopst, senior acting BFA, as Jack Worthing, Kelly 
Hutchison, senior acting BFA, as Miss Prism and Michael Hamilton, senior acting BFA, as Dr. Chasuble in Oscar 
Wilde s “The Importance of Being Earnest. Photo by Kanji Takeno. 

D ionysus, the god of theater, has descended 
into a classroom full of high school students. 
Each has a shot of joining him on Mount 

Olympus — but frst, they’ll have to convince him 
that they’re worthy. 

It’s an exercise meant to get students on their feet, 
physically committed, and mentally engaged. It may 
make them root for each other, and will probably 
make them laugh. And then, with the help of the 
Towson Theatre Infusion’s (TTI) student teaching 
artists, it will get them talking: frst, about the tactics 
we use to get what we want, and then about the 
idea of being earnest (if not entirely honest).  That 
will segue into an interactive class and discussion on 

"The Importance of Being Earnest," the TU mainstage 
production that many will be attending as frst-time 
theatergoers. 

The experience doesn’t end there — after the student 
matinee, audience members are treated to a Q&A 
with the cast, designers, and director.  Then, over 
the next couple of weeks, TTI’s teaching artists will 
return to classrooms to help students parse their 
thoughts on the play and their experiences with live 
theater. 

Now in its seventh year, TTI grew out of conver-
sations between Voice and Acting Professor Steven 
Satta and Arts Integration Institute Director and The-

atre adjunct Susan Rotkovitz. Invested in fnding ways 
“to engage new audiences and provide opportunities 
for our students to understand viable career options 
beyond strictly acting, designing, and directing,” Rot-
kovitz relates that the department’s 2008 production 
of "The Crucible" provided the impetus to get TTI off 
the ground. “It was time to bring high school students 
back to our matinees,” she says, and the Arthur Miller 
classic, which is part of many high school curricula, was 
a natural draw for outreach efforts. 

With considerable experience working as teaching art-
ists in myriad settings, Satta and Rotkovitz recognized 
that “most theater people wind up in the classroom.” 
Yet in discussing TTI’s genesis, she explains that “there 
was nothing out there for undergrads, and very few 
graduate programs that offered training in teaching 
artistry.” 

That changed with TTI. Satta and Rotkovitz have 
presented the Pepsi Grant award-winning program 
at the Hawaii International Conference on Arts and 
Humanities, among others. The effort has established 
Towson as the go-to resource for other institutions now 
interested in establishing similar programs. 

More importantly, for Towson’s theater students, 
TTI provides an unparalleled opportunity  to 
learn about pedagogy, the arts, and how they can 
utilize theater to excite and engage students,  u

2 COFAC Today  

www.towson.edu/main/artsculture
www.towson.edu/cofac
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support teachers, and provide a springboard for 
future lessons long after they’ve left the classroom. 

Response to the program has been overwhelmingly 
positive. “Teachers love it,” says Rotkovitz. “Kids 
ask if we’ll come back.” This year, TTI didn’t have a 
chance to advertise — schools (many of them repeat 
customers) started signing up for the program the 
moment enrollment opened; a second matinee was 
added to accommodate the sell-out audiences. 

For acting major Katharine Ariyan ’14, one of the 
most exciting aspects of TTI is the chance to show 
students that their ideas and thoughts are valuable. 

“In high school, a lot of teachers talked down to us,” 
she relates. “I want to do things differently, to be 
open, to listen, to show the students respect.” As the 
actress playing Gwendolyn Fairfax, she’ll also have a 
vital role in demonstrating “how a scene works;” the 
TTI cohort selected Gwendolyn and Jack’s proposal 
scene to present to the students. 

Like all decisions related to TTI’s lesson plan, the 
choice of scene was collaborative, the result of much 
thoughtful consideration and discussion. Another 
challenge tackled by the group was determining 
the “entry point” for their lesson plan. Acting major 
Chloe Mikala ’14, who plays the indomitable Lady 
Bracknell, explains that “this play is really hard to 
teach because there are so many aspects” explored 
in the plot. Homing in on the question of “What does 
it mean to be earnest?” gave the teaching artists the 
jumping off point they needed to create exercises that 
will address key concepts of identity, honesty, and the 
characters’ tactical maneuverings — all while getting 
the students excited about the play. 

Though she’s now an acting major, Mikala began her 
college career studying math and then middle school 
education. In high school, she says, she was “really 
into sports,” but got hooked on theater thanks to 
a compulsory course taught by an amazing teacher. 

Now, she’s working on a thesis on the importance of 
teaching theater in secondary education, and hopes 
that through TTI, she can get students excited about 
theater, who, like her, might never have found inspi-
ration or an outlet in the arts. 

Acting major Sadie Lockhart ’14, who plays Cecily 
Cardew in the Towson production, believes that often 
for students, assigned “reading doesn’t really come 
to life,” but that with TTI’s interactive, “invigorating” 
approach, “we can make learning exciting.” She 
notes that one of the most important lessons she’s 
learned in the course is “how to work backwards 
and think strategically” so that in the feld, she and 
her fellow teaching artists can help students see the 
particular connections they plan to highlight. 

For Satta, watching his own students make con-
nections is at the core of what he loves most about 
teaching the TTI course. In class and in the feld, they 
learn to “assess the impact of a tactic and adjust it, in 
the moment, to make it more effective,” and to fnd 
the tethers that will help them translate an “abstract 
concept into a visible, concrete reality” for the high 
schoolers they’ll serve. Beyond that, they discover 

“how truly complex and demanding teaching is;” in 
fnding their footing as “good teachers, they realize… 
the immense value and power of their abilities.“  

And it’s not just their abilities in the classroom at 
stake. To this day, Satta is struck by the formative 
role TTI can play for emerging artists. “The very 
frst year we ever did TTI, the young man playing 
John Proctor had grave doubts about his ability to 
portray this powerful, fawed man.  However, after 
his frst day in the feld as a teaching artist, he was 
completely changed.  He was more confdent and 
bolder in rehearsal, and his John Proctor was flled 
with both power and humility.  I sincerely believe that 
his experience as a teaching artist helped [him] fnd 
the power he needed to play the role.” u

For TTI teaching artists who are also are 
involved in the production, the experience 
impacts their approach to the script, the 
characters, and the rehearsal process. 

HERE ARE SOME OF THEIR DISCOVERIES: 

KATIE ARIYAN (GWENDOLYN FAIRFAX): 
“In reading the script so closely and talking 
about it for TTI, I notice things I should have 
been asking myself all along — like why is 
Gwendolyn’s last name Fairfax if her parents 
are Bracknell? It’s a good thing I know the 
answer now, in case the students ask!” 

SADIE LOCKHART (CECILY CARDEW): 
“In Earnest, in order for something to be 
‘real,’ (even if it’s made up, like the stories 
in Cecily’s diary) it has to be documented. 
Unless it’s recorded, it’s not valid.” Lockhart 
sees a connection to “crafting identity” 
on Facebook — especially among her 

“younger friends reared on social media.” 

CHLOE MIKALA (LADY BRACKNELL): 
“Refecting on the thought of identity made 
me realize Lady Bracknell truly is the voice of 
society. At frst I thought ‘she’s just spouting 
nonsense,’ but TTI made me have a different 
approach.  If anything, she’s the most 
earnest of anyone. She has sincere conviction 

— and she’s not as heartless as she seems!” 

STEVE SATTA (DIRECTOR): 
“TTI is always a great help to me when 
I direct.  It keeps me very honest and 
makes sure I am serving the play and the 
audience…. Having to explain what you 
did and why to hundreds of high school 
students keeps you on your toes and 
makes you bring your ‘A’ game!” n

Chloe Mikala ’14, acting major, as Lady Bracknell 
in “The Importance of Being Earnest. 
Photo by Kanji Takeno 

Kelly Hutchison, senior acting BFA, as 

Miss Prism in “The Importance of Being 

Earnest. Photo by Kanji Takeno. 
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AileyCamp 

Teaching self-
empowerment through 
the discipline of dance 
By Wanda Haskel 

Towson University junior Aliyah Caldwell was no stranger to summer dance programs when she applied 
to be a group leader for the 2014 AileyCamp pilot at TU. Little did she know the impact those two weeks 
would have on her as well as the campers. 

“I really really loved the experience,” says the dance major. “I’ve taught at other dance camps, but this was 
totally different.” 

Different because not only did the 50 underserved middle-schoolers from the Baltimore area get exposure to 
jazz, ballet, modern and West African dance, but they were also offered courses aimed at building their overall 
wellness and self-esteem, including creative development and personal communication. Plus, participants didn’t 
need dance experience to qualify for the completely free program. 

“Half the campers never had a dance class before,” explains Caldwell, whose job included mentoring, feeding 
the campers breakfast, escorting them around the TU Center for the Arts and helping them navigate their 
classes. 

“I really saw a tremendous transformation from day one to the last day of class,” refects Caldwell, “…their 
mindset changed.” 

"AileyCamp taught me how to never give up. There was a step that I 
didn’t know, but I went home and tried and tried and tried and on the 
performance, I nailed it. It made me feel good.” 

LIFE LESSONS 

One of those campers was Tarazi Turner, an 11-year-old from Baltimore City who dreams of being a professional 
dancer. Turner attends dance classes six days a week and performs with two local dance companies but says 
the camp gave him a special gift that will help him realize his ambitions. 

“AileyCamp taught me how to never give up,” says Turner. “There was a step that I didn’t know, but I went 
home and tried and tried and tried and on the performance, I nailed it. It made me feel good.” u

Feeling good about achieving something is what it’s 
all about, says TU Associate Professor Linda-Denise 
Fisher-Harrell, a former principal dancer with the 
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater and AileyCamp’s 
director. 

Legendary choreographer Alvin Ailey “felt like dance 
came from the people and should be delivered back 
to the people,” says Fisher-Harrell. “He wanted young 
people to feel the rush of accomplishment.” 

That’s why AileyCamp, which follows a strict curric-
ulum prescribed by the Alvin Ailey organization, seeks 
underserved youth who don’t necessarily have a 
background in dance. The discipline, practice and 
effort that go into a common goal when studying 
dance is just the medium by which AileyCamp offers 
a positive experience for tweens and young teenagers 
who are at risk of falling through the cracks. 

This is not a typical dance camp,” says Fisher-Harrell. 
“We don’t want to see how high your leg goes. It 
wasn’t about that.” 

Kids interested in attending didn’t audition. Instead, 
AileyCamp administrators conducted interviews at 
locations in Baltimore City and county, including at 
Connexions School for the Arts, Sudbrook Magnet 
Middle School and at Towson University. Interviewees 
were asked questions about their school and home 
lives, and what challenges they faced. 

“We want to get to know the campers,” says Fish-
er-Harrell, because a slot at AileyCamp is given not 
necessarily to the child with the most talent but rather 
to the one deemed in most need of seeing that there 

can be a bright future.  The criteria for admission, says Fisher-Harrell is “who needs this.” 

This is the same thinking Fisher-Harrell employed when following the Ailey mission to cater to underserved 
populations. Underserved can be a consideration of income, but other factors were also taken into account. 
Factors like the incarceration of a sibling or having a family member with special needs—circumstances that 
challenge a child’s successful future. “We had one camper who had eight siblings,” says Fisher-Harrell, “Un-
derserved is a huge umbrella.” 

BUILDING A BRIGHT FUTURE 

The two-week camp in summer 2014 was just the frst in what Fisher-Harrell hopes will be a program that 
grows both in size and duration. Planning is in the works for a four-week session next summer with 64 students, 
followed by the full six-week model in 2016, similar to ones already in existence at several sites around 
the country. 

Keeping camp free requires a tremendous fundraising effort. “The more dollars we can bring in, the more 
children we can impact,” says Fisher-Harrell who describes her grant-writing and sponsor-seeking as 

“nonstop.” 

That impact was apparent to campers’ families attending the program’s culminating performance. “Parents 
were in tears,” recalls Fisher-Harrell.  “They couldn’t believe the progress.” 

As for the campers themselves, experiencing the result of their hard work and dedication helped the children 
“see that anything is possible,” says the camp director. “…They were walking on air.” 

On September 20, campers returned to Towson University for a reunion, featuring a performance by Ailey II, 
an arm of the Alvin Ailey Dance Foundation. They were even treated to a special Q&A session afterward with 
the dancers. 

Tarazi Turner attended with his grandmother. He was dazzled by the professional performance and hopeful that 
one day he would be an Ailey dancer too. 

Because, for Turner and so many others who have learned that dance can enable them to soar above life’s 
challenges, dance is hope. 

When faced with a “messed up day,” says the city boy with a huge smile, “I’ll just go and dance, and I’ll feel 
all better.” n

Photo by DeCarlo Brown 
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Maggie Kudirka Photo By Luis Pons 

Leap of Faith 

‘Bald Ballerina’ 
inspires others in her 
courageous fght 
against breast cancer 
By Wanda Haskel 

In the thick of a hectic performance season, Maggie Kudirka ’13, a member of the prestigious Joffrey Ballet 
School Concert Group in New York City, found a lump in her left breast. Those she initially consulted assured 
her that at 23, she was too young to have breast cancer, so she mistook the pain for a muscular injury. 

But the lump didn’t go away. So when the season wrapped up, Kudirka returned to her parents’ home near 
Baltimore to get it checked out. 

On June 16, 2014, she heard the dreaded words—“you have cancer.” 

“My whole world just got turned upside down,” says the majestic dancer, whose shaved head only accentuates 
the radiance of her expressive features. 

“Everything just stopped.” 

Everything, that is, except the aggressive growth of the tumor, which a second opinion revealed to be Stage 
4 cancer that had spread to the lymph nodes, spine, sternum and pelvis. 

Kudirka abruptly halted her grueling rehearsal schedule and packed up her life in New York City. Comforted 
by her Joffrey family that there would always be a space for her at the school, the dancer moved back to 
Maryland for treatment, which would include six rounds of chemotherapy, beginning July 1, 2014. 

CHIN UP 

On a hot day in the frst week of fall term, Kudirka perches straight-backed on a bench outside the dance 
department at the Towson University Center for the Arts.  She is halfway through the chemo treatments and 
elated because her energy-level allowed her to complete a dance class with her former TU instructor Runqiao 
Du. Getting all the way through was a pretty big deal, she says, because since starting chemo, she has tended 
to get dizzy and usually needs to interrupt her practice with rests. u

“It felt good. It was good to get back into the studio and do something I know,” says Kudirka. “Dance has always 
helped me get my mind off things,” she adds. “When I’m feeling bad, I just want to take a class.” 

“She looked fantastic,” comments Du on a phone call the next day, speaking fondly of the student he says 
possessed a rare combination of natural talent and extraordinary work ethic. “Dancers have very strong will- 
power,” adds Du. “They’ve been trained to overcome diffculties and do the best they can every single day.” 

Perhaps it is that training, which has prepared Kudirka for her greatest challenge yet. 

The former TU dance major, who has been pirouetting since the age of 4, approaches her illness with an attitude 
of strength and positivity. Quick to look on the bright side, this courageous young woman laughs off her hair 
loss, pointing out that showers have become much easier. On the subject of the likely double mastectomy in 
her near future, she stresses the ease with which her dance costumes will ft.

 “She is so brave,” refects Du, divulging that the late August dance class was the frst time he had seen her 
in person since she shaved her head. “My student is inspiring me.” 

SPREADING THE WORD 

Du is not the only one inspired. Soon after her diagnosis, Kudirka, under the moniker Bald Ballerina, launched 
a social media campaign to keep friends and family updated on her condition and help raise money to cover 
her medical expenses. She is also using the platform to raise awareness that cancer can strike anyone at any 
age or ftness level and to encourage folks young and old to advocate for their own health. 

“Instead of going into retreat behavior,” says Du, “she just goes out full force to get her story out, and she’s 
getting a lot of attention.” 

That attention has included features in local and national media and on the Stand Up to Cancer Telethon. All 
document Kudirka urging anyone who suspects a medical problem to take action and push back against those 
who might limit their access to tests such as mammograms. 

Response to Kudirka’s website, which features a blog 
and cancer resources, and Facebook page, whose 
banner reads, “I grand jeté over cancer,” has been 
steady and growing. With more than 4,200 likes on 
Facebook and thousands of dollars in donations to 
her YouCaring online funding page, the brave balle-
rina is building an enthusiastic and supportive com-
munity. One through which she not only gains help 
and support in her struggle, but is also able to offer 
uplifting words and advice to visitors sharing their 
own cancer experiences. 

Kudirka hopes that her story will motivate others to 
listen to their bodies and take their health into their 
own hands, particularly with cases in which doctors 
discourage further investigation because cancer is 
statistically unlikely. Kudirka recounts her own diff-
culties getting a mammogram scheduled because the 
gatekeepers on the other end of the phone deter-
mined it wasn’t necessary. 

“I just want people to know, if you think something’s 
wrong, get it looked at—don’t just push it aside. I 
did that for months, and now I wish I’d had it looked 
at sooner,” says the statuesque beauty. 

“Stand up for yourself and speak up!” n

Learn more about Maggie Kudirka at: 
WWW.BALDBALLERINA.ORG 

Photo supplied by Maggie Kudirka. 

WWW.BALDBALLERINA.ORG
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HARD WORK 

It’s lugging a rolling suitcase with “God knows how much weight in gear” around all day. It’s running up and 
down the sidelines in blazing heat or pouring rain for the sake of a great shot. It’s spending 100 nights a year 
in a hotel room, away from his wife Kate and their golden retriever Pickles. 

Diffcult though it can be, Smith is unfazed. The youngest of four boys, he was “raised in a nice household 
where I was taught that hard work pays off.” Taught by example, Smith explains, describing his father’s work 
ethic. “The man still works every day, probably more hours than he should…a real go-getter and a real infuence 
to work hard for what you want—to gain the respect of others and treat everyone equally.” 

“Getty has certainly been there for me through everything. And they give 
me the opportunity to capture the pictures that get recognized, whether 
they end up in a daily newspaper in the middle of Iowa or in the pages 
of The New York Times or a double spread in Sports Illustrated.” 

THE BIG LEAGUES 

When Smith walked into TU’s Towerlight offces as a transfer student in 2006, he was armed with that work 
ethic and ready to give the paper his all. The hands-on experience working at the student newspaper, along 
with an internship at the Baltimore Sun in 2008 and freelance gigs while he was still in college for outlets in-
cluding The Baltimore Examiner, gave the budding photojournalist the real-world training he would need to 
take the next steps in his career. 

TU Associate Professor Stacy Spaulding, Mass Communication and Communication Studies, remembers Smith 
for his talent and clarity of purpose. 

“I have always had a sense that there was more for me to learn from Patrick than for me to teach him,” muses 
Spaulding. “As a student, he had a very clear sense of not only professionalism, but also craft. I have an immense 
amount of respect and admiration for that.” 

After graduation, Smith took those qualities to Utah, serving as staff photojournalist at the Provo Daily Herald. 
He remembers the challenge of going out into the community to fnd stories and shooting three to four assign-
ments every day. u

BALTIMORE, MD - JUNE 28: A rainbow shines in the sky as pitcher Kevin Gausman #37 of the Baltimore Orioles works batter Alberto Gonzalez #40 of the New York Yankees in the fourth 
inning at Oriole Park at Camden Yards on June 28, 2013 in Baltimore, Maryland. (Photo by Patrick Smith/Getty Images). COPYRIGHT:2013 Patrick Smith 

G lance at Sports Illustrated, Newsweek, ESPN or The New York Times and chances are you’ll spot images 
taken by photojournalist Patrick Smith ’09. His many famous subjects have included politicos Barack 
Obama and Hillary Clinton, and superstars Jay-Z and Kanye West. 

But where Smith is really making a name for himself is in the world of athletics. 

“Most of my work now is professional sports,” says the Harford County native. Name an athlete, and Smith has 
likely, as he puts it, “been within arm’s length and documented their day, their race or their game.” 

Athletes like Tiger Woods, Ray Lewis, Dale Ernhardt Jr., Jeff Gordon, Phil Mickelson and Tom Brady, just to 
mention a few. 

The high-impact pictures pack a big punch, capturing intense moments on the feld, track, court and ring. And 
off—in the locker room, on the sidelines and the bench. Images that refect the joy of winning, the frustration 
of defeat, the loneliness that an athlete can feel even surrounded by a team, and the camaraderie that comes 
with being part of one. 

WORKHORSE 

Smith’s work has also captured the attention of everyone who’s anyone in the world of photojournalism, 
garnering him prestigious awards, including being named 2014 Sports Photographer of the Year by both Pictures 
of the Year International and the National Press Photographers Association, and 2013 Photographer of the 
Year by the White House News Photographers Association. 

Sounds glamorous, right? It is sometimes, but most of the time, it’s just work. u

Picture Perfect 

Award-winning 
photojournalist Patrick 
Smith ’09 focuses on 
the center of the action 
By Wanda Haskel 

BETHESDA, MD - JUNE 27: Tiger Woods of the 
United States looks on during the second round 
of the Quicken Loans National at Congressional 
Country Club on June 27, 2014 in Bethesda, 
Maryland. (Photo by Patrick Smith/Getty 
Images). COPYRIGHT:2014 Getty Images 
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LEFT: LANDOVER, MD - AUGUST 07: Larry Mooney poses for a portrait displaying his eyes in the back of his head tattoo during a preseason NFL game at FedExField on 
August 7, 2014 in Landover, Maryland. The Washington Redskins won, 23 6. (Photo by Patrick Smith/Getty Images). COPYRIGHT:2014 Getty Images 

RIGHT: BALTIMORE, MD - SEPTEMBER 12: Derek Jeter #2 of the New York Yankees looks to the feld before batting against the Baltimore Orioles during game two of a 
doubleheader at Oriole Park at Camden Yards on September 12, 2014 in Baltimore, Maryland. The Baltimore Orioles won, 5 0. (Photo by Patrick Smith/Getty Images). 
COPYRIGHT:2014 Patrick Smith 

Even more challenging, though, was major back surgery and being laid off in 2010. 

“It was really a down in the dumps time in my life both physically and mentally,” says Smith, “wondering if I was 
ever going to work again.” 

Smith returned to Baltimore, getting back on his feet within a few months, thanks in large part to being snatched 
up by photo giant Getty Images, for which he now does about 90 percent of his work. 

“Getty has certainly been there for me through everything,” praises Smith. “And they give me the opportunity 
to capture the pictures that get recognized, whether they end up in a daily newspaper in the middle of Iowa or 
in the pages of The New York Times or a double spread in Sports Illustrated.” 

STILL LIFE 

While shooting the Daytona 500 and Ravens games is certainly exciting, sometimes it’s the assignments and 
shots away from the limelight that impact Smith most profoundly. Like a stunning image he captured recently 
of a man with eyeballs painted on the back of his bald head, or another of a U.S. Army soldier shutting the door 
of a truck holding fag-draped transfer cases containing the remains of U.S. soldiers. 

“It’s every once in a while fnding that picture that I haven’t seen before,” says Smith. “It’s little moments…in 
life that you wander across—you never know what you are going to see, you never know what you are going 
to document.” 

Smith shares that appreciation for the moment when he comes back to campus to speak with students in 
photojournalism classes and at The Towerlight. 

His advice: “Live in your moment and do the best you 
can…Stay positive and passionate and do not over-
shadow where you are because of where you want 
to be…Make the most of what you have and things 
will come if you stay positive.” 

The road from Smith’s days as Towerlight photo editor 
to his current packed freelance schedule has been 
sometimes smooth, sometimes rocky and sometimes 
downright dangerous. But Smith wouldn’t trade any 
of it. He didn’t even mind getting run over by football 
players on the sidelines of a Redskins game last year. 

“In the replay, you can see me laughing,” says Smith 
with gratitude. “I have no greater backdrop and place 
to work,” he adds. 

I’ll get run over every day before I start complaining 
about it.” n

Get to know Smith and his work at: 
WWW.PATRICKSMITHPHOTOS.COM 

Ready to Roll 

Towson University 
students get real-world 
experience creating 
videos for Baltimore 
nonprofts 
By Wanda Haskel 

A lex Hull ’14, who graduated in May, is already 
making a living doing what he loves—pro-
ducing videos. He credits his success, in large 

part, to the real-world training he received as a senior 
in EMF 437 Corporate and Community Video, taught 
by TU Associate Professor David Reiss. 

“If you want a job in this feld,” says Hull, “you want 
to take David Reiss’s corporate video class.” 

That’s because the course, in which teams of students 
produce professional-quality videos for Baltimore 
nonprofts, offers students the chance to gain the 
skills and experience employers seek. 

Hull, who chose to attend Towson because of TU’s 
reputation for having an excellent flm program, 
worked with two other students to create a video 
for Baltimore Clayworks. The Mt. Washington ceramic 
art center then used the video as the centerpiece 
for its fundraising effort to rebuild a 30-year-old 
crumbling gas kiln. 

The polished fnished product, a PBS-style short 
documentary, is “beautiful,” says Sarah McCann, 
Baltimore Clayworks executive director. “It actually 

Towson University students working in the Media Center. Photo by David Reiss. 

helped us raise over $11,000 in total,” she adds. “We were really delighted to work with them.” 

Hull knew from the frst day of class that he was going to learn what he needed to know to make it in a tough 
industry. “He (Reiss) told us…that he was going to teach us everything that professionals actually want to see,” 
remembers Hull. “They want to see that you can actually put together a professional video.” 

It’s important to Reiss that the class has the double-edged beneft of doing good in the community and preparing 
students for careers. “I can’t tell you how many people have gotten jobs because they worked on these videos,” 
says Reiss. “Right away, it’s a real-world experience.” 

Hull agrees. 

“I’m willing to bet,” asserts the Anne Arundel County native, “that the Clayworks video is a big part of why a 
lot of companies that saw my portfolio were interested in hiring me.” 

For Hull, the project meant taking on every aspect of the video’s creation, just as he does now producing 
videos for a basic cable station in Westminster, Md. Those tasks included working with McCann to determine 
Clayworks’ needs, shooting, directing, interviewing and editing—on-site at Clayworks and in TU’s state-of-
the-art AV and editing suite. All under the close supervision of Reiss, a seasoned professional himself, who 
was an award-winning video director/editor for employers including National Geographic and the Newseum in 
Washington, D.C., before coming to Towson in 2005. 

In his nine years offering the class, Reiss’s students have produced 52 videos for the likes of the Baltimore 
Humane Society, House of Ruth, Maryland School for the Blind and Special Olympics Maryland. The videos, for 
which a production company would charge between $5,000 and $10,000, are free for the clients. n
View all 52 EMF 457 videos at: www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-Bl3Czs-YaSkRd4-axp5ZQwhwouw7Bb7 

www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-Bl3Czs-YaSkRd4-axp5ZQwhwouw7Bb7
WWW.PATRICKSMITHPHOTOS.COM
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Play Time 

Ian Belknap ’06 
takes classical theater 
to stages across 
America as The 
Acting Company’s 
artistic director 
By Wanda Haskel 

When Ian Belknap came to Towson Univer-
sity from his hometown of Fort Wayne, 
Indiana, he dreamed of being an actor. 

By the time he graduated in 2006, he had the skills 
and ambition to be a director. 

“I left Towson wanting to direct plays by Shake-
speare,” remembers the former theater major. “That 
transformation happened inside the Center for the 
Arts.” 

And he went on to do just that, joining The Acting 
Company, arguably America’s foremost traveling rep-
ertory theater, in 2008 as a staff repertory director, 
and ascending to the position of artistic director in 
2012. In his time with The Acting Company, which 
has been the training ground for such greats as Patti 
Lupone, Kevin Kline and more recently Rainn Wilson, 
Belknap has directed productions including Shake-
speare’s "Hamlet" and "The Comedy of Errors," and 
Steinbeck’s "Of Mice and Men." 

Now, as artistic director—a job done in the compa-
ny’s early days by the legendary John Houseman— 
Belknap is a leading voice in The Acting Company 
under founding producer Margot Harley. He oversees 
and sustains the company’s artistic mission, selecting 
the plays, casting actors and hiring crew. All while 

continuing to direct for The Acting Company and at 
NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts. 

Belknap appreciates The Acting Company, in part, 
because of its mission to take classical theater on the 
road—often to areas where folks don’t have much 
access to plays. 

“I feel like I’m supporting a community that fed me,” 
says Belknap, who was raised in a city that did not 
have its own professional theater. “It means a lot 
to me to give back to places that are like where I 
grew up.” 

Belknap credits a series of mentors, including Towson 
faculty Peter Wray, Robyn Quick and Tom Cascella, 
with teaching him the craft of directing and open-
ing doors of opportunity that led to his quick rise 
in the ranks. An internship, arranged by Quick, at 
Baltimore’s CENTERSTAGE is where he assisted well-
known director Mark Lamos with whom he went on 
to apprentice professionally. A recipient of the John 
Glover Scholarship, Belknap is also grateful to that 
famed TU alum who, Belknap says, introduced him to 
the professional theater communities in Philadelphia 
and New York. 

“We take great pride in Ian’s journey of discovery as 
a student, and in all that he has continued to achieve 
since his graduation from Towson University,” says 
Robyn Quick, chair of the theater arts department. 
“His creativity, artistry and generous spirit serve as 
a model for all we aspire to instill in our students as 
they train for careers in theater.” 

Next up for Ian Belknap—the development of a 
new theatrical touring model that he hopes will 
revitalize the relationship between academic institu-
tions and theater professionals. Towson University’s 
Department of Theatre Arts has been selected as a 
hub for the initiative. Over the next year, the two 
organizations will work closely to raise funds and 
explore a collaborative relationship that will include 
touring performances, professional artist residencies 
and educational outreach activities. 

“I feel particularly happy that Towson is involved,” 
says Belknap of the partnership with his alma mater, 
“because it’s another opportunity for the work that 
I’m now doing to give back to yet another community 
that nurtured me.” n

Ian Bellnap and The Acting Company founding producer 

Margot Harley.  Photo supplied by Ian Bellnap. 

Tote-ally
Talented 
Shelby Newsome ’13 
founds Tote, an online 
magazine targeting 
college women 

By Wanda Haskel 

Shelby Newsome ’13 loves magazines. But when 
she was an undergraduate at Towson, the 
Frederick, Maryland, native was disappointed 

that the fashion and lifestyle publications she fipped 
through never seemed to be speaking specifcally to 
her—a young woman with big dreams navigating 
the world of college. 

“I just felt like there was a hole that needed to be 
flled,” says Newsome. 

That’s why the double major in photography and 
advertising became a real-life example of the 
message she hoped to send to her peers—not to 
postpone your ambitions just because you haven’t 
graduated yet. 

In her senior year, Tote was born (the pilot issue 
was actually part of Newsome’s thesis project)—so 
named because the online magazine provides infor-
mation, resources and inspirational stories for college 
women that they can take with them wherever they 
go. Like the perfect bag that’s cute and has pockets 
for everything from electronics to makeup. 

Tote magazine covers courtesy of Shelby 

Newsome 13, editor in chief Tote. 

Tote offers its share of fashion, beauty and entertain-
ment fare, but the meat of the publication is stories 
featuring collegiate women who are kick-starting 
their careers. Women such as photojournalist Kaitlin 
Newman, the subject of the September 2014 issue’s 
cover story, whose persistence helped her land an 
internship at the Baltimore Sun. 

“With Tote,” says Newsome, “I wanted to show 
women actually starting their dreams while still in 
college.” 

The e-magazine not only profles undergraduates 
who are igniting their careers, but also provides op-
portunity for others hoping to do the same. College 
women contribute much of the content, which lends 
the publication a trusted roomie tone. Newsome also 
offers internship placements. 

Chanda Kumar is a junior at Towson studying graph-
ic design and journalism. Her internship with Tote 
enables her to get real-world design and writing 
experience, assisting with the magazine’s layout and 
occasionally contributing pieces. 

Kumar, who recommends internships because they 
help students discover both their likes and dislikes 
as they try out different jobs and settings, is grateful 
for the opportunity at Tote. 

“I feel like before I took this internship, I saw maga-
zines every day and I got an idea of what the layout 
was like,” she says, “but I didn’t know what it was 
really like until I actually got into it.” 

The value of learning by doing is the lesson here and 
the same one refected in Tote’s features. It’s also 
the root of Newsome’s advice for anyone consider-
ing a risky but rewarding endeavor (like starting a 
magazine). 

“Go for it!” cheers the young editor-in-chief. “Even 
if you feel like you’re not ready, you just have to go 
for it.” n

Check out Tote at: 
WWW.TOTEMAG.COM 

WWW.TOTEMAG.COM
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